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ABSTRACT
The computational study of complex systems increasingly requires model integration. The drivers include
a growing interest in leveraging accepted legacy models, an intensifying pressure to reduce development
costs by reusing models, and expanding user requirements that are best met by combining different
modeling methods. There have been many published successes including supporting theory, conceptual
frameworks, software tools, and case studies. Nonetheless, on an empirical basis, the published work
suggests that correctly specifying model integration strategies remains challenging. This naturally raises a
question that has not yet been answered in the literature, namely ‘what is the computational difficulty of
model integration?’ This paper’s contribution is to address this question with a time and space complexity
analysis that concludes that deep model integration with proven correctness is both NP-complete and
PSPACE-complete and that reducing this complexity requires sacrificing correctness proofs in favor of
guidance from both subject matter experts and modeling specialists.
1

INTRODUCTION

The computational study of complex systems increasingly requires the integration of multiple
computational models (Vangheluwe, de Lara, and Mosterman 2002). Model integration is the
construction of larger models by combining smaller models to address questions that cannot be answered
by the smaller models in isolation (Villa 2001). The constituent models often use differing solution
methods which then produce a hybrid or multi-paradigm integrated model. The de novo development of
hybrid models can also be seen as a kind of model integration problem, albeit one focused on design
integration rather than implementation integration.
Model integration has increasing appeal. The drivers include a growing interest in leveraging
divergent sets of accepted legacy models, an intensifying pressure to reduce development costs by reusing
existing models, and expanding user requirements that are best met by combining different modeling
methods.
Of course, it is possible to connect multiple models in arbitrary ways or to misunderstand the way a
given set of models has been integrated. These are potentially significant issues in practice. Nonetheless,
the purpose of the paper is not to propose a solution to these problems. Furthermore, the techniques
discussed in this paper are not necessarily being recommended to support applied model integration.
Rather, this paper explores the minimal computational difficultly of fully documenting the integration of
models and of proving the correctness of a model integration strategies. As such, this paper focuses on
mathematically rigorous techniques which can be used to derive theoretical bounds on computational
difficulty of model integration as opposed to techniques that are easy to apply in practice. Methods for
automating the described model integration process, estimate the difficultly for specific models, or skill
requirements for modelers the are outside this scope. Furthermore, the paper deals with models based on
their requirements rather than their implementation paradigm (e.g., system dynamics, agent-based
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modeling, optimization, or discrete event simulation). Thus the conclusions apply equally to all
computational modeling techniques.
2

RELATED WORK

There have been many published model integration advances including supporting theory (Vangheluwe,
de Lara, and Mosterman 2002), conceptual frameworks (Vangheluwe and de Lara 2003, Liang and
Paredis 2003, Brown et al. 2005), software tools (IEEE 2010, IEEE 2012, Villa and Costanza 2000, Villa
2001, Vangheluwe and de Lara. 2003, North et al. 2006, North et al. 2007), and applied case studies
(Dubiel and Tsimhoni 2005, Bithell and Brasington 2009, Teose 2011). Despite the documented
successes, on an empirical basis, the published works suggest that correctly specifying model integration
strategies remains challenging (Rizzoli et al. 2008). This naturally raises a question that has not yet been
answered in the literature, namely ‘what is the computational difficulty of model integration?’ This
paper’s contribution is to address this question with a time and space complexity analysis of model
integration.
3

THE MODEL INTEGRATION PROCESS

Model integration can be factored into a multistep process that begins with a set of candidate models to be
integrated and ends with either a single combined model or an incompatibility proof. The combined
model will consist of the candidate models joined by selected model integration points.
Model integration points are transient or persistent data structures that can be read by other models,
written by other models, or both. Inputs and outputs such as files, databases, or web services are common
integration points. Data structures in memory are also candidates if they can be safely accessed or
modified during model execution. Integration points are discussed in greater detail later in this paper.
The steps and outcomes in the model integration process shown in Table 1 are as follows:
1. Check the set of candidate models for compatibility. The result is either a certification of
compatibility or an incompatibility proof.
2. Group related model integration points in equivalence classes. The result is a set of model
integration point clusters, each containing functionally equivalent points.
3. Sequence the model integration point clusters. The result is a model integration strategy showing
how the models will execute and communicate.
4. Implement the model integration strategy using appropriate software. The result is an integrated,
but untested, model.
5. Perform appropriate verification and validation on the integrated model relative to the questions
to be answered. The result is an integrated model usable for the questions at hand.
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Table 1: The model integration process.

4

Preconditions

Process

Postconditions

A Combined Set of
Assumptions for the
Candidate Models
A Combined Set of
Model Integration
Points
A Set of Model
Integration Point
Clusters
A Model Integration
Strategy
An Integrated, but
Untested, Model

Model Compatibility
Check

Either a Certification of
Compatibility or an
Incompatibility Proof
A Set of Model Integration
Point Clusters

Group Related Model
Integration Points

Addressed in
this Paper?
Yes
Yes

Sequence the Model
Integration Point Clusters

A Model Integration Strategy

Yes

Implement the Model
Integration Strategy
Perform Appropriate
Verification and
Validation Relative to the
Questions to be Answered

An Integrated, but Untested,
Model
The Result is an Integrated
Model Usable for the Questions
at Hand

No
No

ASSUMPTIONS

Several assumptions need to be made about the model integration processes to support the time and space
analysis in the next section. These assumptions are considered in this section.
First, we seek to determine the minimum effort needed to integrate models at the desired level of
functionality. Efforts that are avoidable a priori should not be included in the analysis.
Correct model integration is required. This eliminates provably incorrect integration efforts (e.g.,
connecting two models in implementable way that, nonetheless, violates their underlying design
assumptions). Naturally, correctness is relative to the modeling question or questions to be answered.
The list of candidate integration points will be recorded in a form equivalent to predicate logic. The
information will include a qualifier and any relevant preconditions and postconditions. The qualifier
describes the integration point including the kind of data (e.g., length or mass), the units (e.g., meters or
kilograms), the type of data (e.g., integer or real number), and other metadata as needed. The
preconditions define what must be true before the value is accessed or changed (e.g., the simulation clock
time must be greater than 12:00 noon). The postconditions define what becomes true after the integration
point (e.g., the simulation clock time is 1:00 p.m.). Postconditions reprise any value in the preconditions
or qualifiers that remain true. It is possible to have several integration points defined for a specific model
data element. For example, a value that can be both read and written might have an integration point
defined for each function.
This paper focuses on characterizing the difficulty of the overall process of model integration. The
features of particular integration software (i.e., model integration step four) and domain-specific
verification and validation requirements (i.e., step five) are important for real world model integration
implementations, but are outside the scope of this analysis. As such this paper will analyze model
integration steps one, two, and three. It is thus assumed that an integration strategy is the desired product.
The goal of a strategy is deep model integration. This eliminates trivial integration efforts from the
analysis (e.g., running two unconnected models side-by-side) and focuses attention on the central problem
of combining multiple models.
A deep model integration strategy is a maximal-length self-consistent chain of model integration
points. A chain of model integration points is an ordered list of ordered triplets. Each triplet includes a
source integration point (e.g., for reading), a destination integration point (e.g., for writing), and the
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relative time of the transfer. Cyclic or repeating events can also be represented in compact form. A chain
is inconsistent if:
•
•

The preconditions for a point later in the chain are not consistent with the accumulated
postconditions (i.e., all of the postconditions that still remain true) for points earlier in the chain,
or
The qualifiers and postconditions for a source point are not consistent with the corresponding
preconditions and qualifiers destination point.

Of course, maximal-length self-consistent chains are not necessarily unique. Finding any maximallength self-consistent chain will suffice for this analysis.
Given a specific chain, each constituent model is free to execute until an input is needed from another
model. This implicitly assumes pessimistic model execution scheduling in the event of concurrent model
execution. It is also possible to assume optimistic scheduling with suitable rollback facilities. This does
not change the time or space complexity analysis presented later. Simulation scheduling is discussed in
more detail in Perumulla (2006).
It is assumed that each model is accompanied by a complete list of assumptions expressed in linear
temporal logic (LTL) (Pnueli 1977). The version of LTL used in this paper requires the operators
eventually, invariantly, next-time, until, and since as first described by Pnueli (1977).
Why LTL? Variations of LTL are widely used for model checking of parallel programs, particularly
for deterministic systems (Baulanda 2009). Alternatives include computation tree logic for
nondeterministic problems (Schnoebelen 2002). An inherently parallel approach was chosen since
integrated models are highly likely to be at least partially concurrent. Few models come with sufficiently
detailed documentation for model integration of any kind (Rizzoli et al. 2008, Müller et al. 2014), much
less LTL. This does not limit the applicability of this paper since the goal here is to determine the time
and space complexity of correct model integration independent of specific implementations.
Finally, it is assumed that the goal is proving the minimum time and space requirements for model
integration under the other assumptions, not developing a practical model integration methodology. In
other words, the model integration approach discussed in the paper is not necessarily being recommended
as a model integration methodology. It is being used to prove computational bounds on all possible
approaches that satisfy the other assumptions.
Building on the previous discussion, we can now formally define the model integration problem. For
subscripts 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑢𝑢 indexing models; subscript 𝑗𝑗 indexing assumptions for models; subscripts 𝑞𝑞 and 𝑙𝑙
indexing model integration points; and 𝑡𝑡 representing model time, the model integration problem can be
stated as follows:
Starting with a set of 𝑀𝑀 separate models, 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 (𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 , 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ) ∈ 𝑀𝑀, each with assumptions 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 in LTL
form and integration points 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞 (𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞 , 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞 , 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞 ) ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 that have predicate logic preconditions 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞 ,
qualifiers 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞 , and postconditions 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞 , find a maximal-length ordered chain, 𝐶𝐶 = {(𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑞𝑞 , 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢,𝑙𝑙 , 𝑡𝑡) | 𝑖𝑖 ≠
𝑢𝑢, 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀, 𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑀𝑀, 𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑇}, of integration point triplets over model time schedule 𝑇𝑇 or an empty
chain if {𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ∪ 𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢 } is inconsistent.

It should be noted that if separate instances of a single model are used repeatedly in an ordered chain
then they are recorded as 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑀 with distinct indices 𝑖𝑖.

5

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

A time and a space complexity analysis of model integration steps one to three is presented in this section.
Both analyses are based on the assumptions discussed in the previous section.
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Checking the mutual compatibility of the candidate model set is a type of model checking using the
superset of all model assumptions. Sistla and Clarke (1985) have proven that resolution of LTL with
eventually has NP-complete time complexity and PSPACE-complete space complexity. Therefore model
integration step one is both NP-complete and PSPACE-complete. Reducing these times will likely require
domain-specific optimizations (Wolpert and Macready 1997).
The grouping of elements with attributes is a type of clustering (Estivill-Castro 2002, Xu and Wunsch
2005, Rai and Singh 2010). The preconditions, qualifiers, and postconditions are used as the attributes to
be clustered. Elements with compatible preconditions, qualifiers, and postconditions form clusters. For set
size 𝑁𝑁, the sum of Bell’s number, 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 , between one and 𝑁𝑁 gives the number of possible strict partition
clustering assignments 1, 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 , as shown in Equations 1 to 3 (Rota 1964). Dobinski’s formula, as shown in
Equation 4, can also be used:
(1)

𝐵𝐵1 = 1

(2)

𝐷𝐷1 = 1

𝑖𝑖
∞
𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁 = ∑𝑛𝑛−1
𝑖𝑖=1 ∑𝑘𝑘=0�𝑘𝑘 �𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘 for 𝑛𝑛 ≥ 2
1
𝑒𝑒

(3)

𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛

𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁 = ∑∞
𝑘𝑘=0 𝑘𝑘! for 𝑛𝑛 ≥ 1

(4)

Many different algorithms are commonly used for clustering (Xu and Wunsch 2005, Rai and Singh
2010). These algorithms vary according to the criteria or inductive principles used to perform the
clustering. Clustering algorithms have a wide range of time complexities from low order polynomial
(Ward 1963) to NP-hard (Dasgupta 2008). Most practical clustering techniques run in cubic or faster time
(MacQueen 1967, Sibson 1973, Defays 1977, Bock 2008) and use PSPACE space. Therefore, step two,
model integration point grouping, can be taken to be in PTIME and PSPACE for the number of points.
However, expert-driven domain-specific choices of clustering algorithms will need to be made to reduce
the problem to PTIME and PSPACE.
Once model integration points are grouped, the groups need to be put into a relative sequence.
Consistent with the goal of deep model integration, sequencing is essentially a single processor
scheduling problem with precedence constraints. This inherently NP-complete problem can be
approximately solved in PTIME and PSPACE (Agrawal, Klein, and Ravi 1991).
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has explored the minimum time and space needed for deep model integration with proven
correctness. Combining results, we draw several conclusions 2. First, model integration is NP-complete.
Second, model integration is PSPACE-complete. Third, reducing model integration time and space
complexity requires sacrificing correctness proofs in favor of expert guidance that is unlikely to be fully
automatable. These three conclusions suggest that while model integration may continue to be supported
by a wide range of software such as DIS (IEEE 2012) or HLA (IEEE 2010), the essential task of
Strict partitioning is also sometimes called hard partitioning. Alternatives that allow missing or multiple
assignments are sometimes called soft partitions. Model integration requires hard partitioning so all
integration points are accounted for, even if they are not ultimately used for integration.
2
It should be noted that these conclusions do not obviate the potential value of integration frameworks
such as DIS (IEEE 2012) or HLA (IEEE 2010). Frameworks can productively automate a wide range of
supporting functions without necessarily reducing the overall theoretical time or space complexity of the
model integration process.
1
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determining how to connect diverse models will remain a largely manual activity that requires the
services of both subject matter experts and modeling specialists.
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